In Volume 3, Leviticus and Numbers are explored with scholarship, clarity, and depth. Technical discussions are moved to footnotes, leaving themain text clear and direct.

My Personal Review:
The Mosaic book of Leviticus is mostly hard sledding. Let's just get that out front! Who wants to read a lot of rules about priestly garments, ox goring, unrefrigerated food prohibitions, dead animals that make you unclean, mixing wool and linen, or menstrual containment (Not a lot on tithing...goto Deuteronomy for that!). The great strength of Rooker's commentary is that you really will want to read it. The author is such an excellent writer that he makes the abundant regulations make sense, even to us in modern times who wear cotton/poly blends, refrigerate our meat and have sanitary products readily available. Rooker's first class scholarship is not a burden to him, he writes to a real audience of real humans who are interested in God's Word. My advice to anyone contemplating this book is: Buy it...open your Bible to Leviticus 1...lay Rooker's commentary alongside it...and Read It! You will be blessed.
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